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The Anti-Diet Revolution
Introduction
There I was…in a Good Will store on a Saturday afternoon…you know, the day of
the week that the already low prices at Good Will go down to half price. I was
faced with the unenviable task of buying new pants for work…pants with a size 40
waist. My waist size had crept up from the 32-inch waist size of high school to 34
in college to 36 in my late 20s and early 30s to 38 in my late 30s, 40s and early
50s. In November 2017, size 38 no longer fit and it was uncomfortable to sit at
my desk and work in those pants. I was at the dreaded size 40 and I refused to
pay full retail for such pants, which is why I was at Good Will. Also, all I really
needed to do to get back into my 38s was a few sit-ups and to cut out the sugary
and salty snacks at night…right? Anyway, I bought size 40 pants that day for
about $3.00 each…and felt some serious shame in doing so.
If you are reading this book, you are probably dissatisfied with the state of your
health. You may be seriously overweight or you have just a few pounds you want
to shed. Maybe you are in your 40s or 50s and you gained a few pounds each
year for the past 10-20 years like I did. You woke up at age 55 and you were 3040-50 pounds overweight asking yourself, “How did this happen?” You may be
diabetic or pre-diabetic or have a host of other medical conditions that plague
those who are overweight and out of shape.

Maybe you lost weight before on a fad diet only to gain it back again…and then
some. All of these happened to me…or to be more accurate, I allowed them to
happen.
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An estimated 78 million U.S. adults are obese (1 in 3), and obesity is associated
with high-risk health factors such as heart disease, diabetes, and stroke. The fact
is that so many of us engage in a behavior which is practically killing us. i It is very
difficult to limit your food intake in the U.S. Fast food and packaged food and
restaurant meals and junk food offer an explosion of flavor and…well…pleasure.
How can we be expected to restrict our food consumption all the time, every day?
Sheer will power? There is food temptation at my office nearly every day. Free
junk food…why do my co-workers keep bringing this temptation into the office?

The good news is that in May of 2018, I found a “hack” or a short cut that enabled
me to eat nearly whatever I want and still lose weight… and maintain the weight
loss. It is not easy at first, but definitely doable. This eating plan, or just “The
Plan,” will allow you to burn fat, maximize your energy, and improve your health.
The basic premise of The Plan lies in thousands of years of human behavior. ii
Unlike many diets or fads, the results of The Plan have been scientifically verified.
But more on that soon.
The Anti-Diet Revolution e-book will teach you how to lose weight without dieting
and without sacrificing your favorite foods. It is an “anti-diet.” This book will
provide you the tools that you need to stay focused on implementing The Plan
into your daily life. My name is Carl Lindberg, Jr. My friends call me “C.J.” I am
54 years old at the time of this writing in February and March 2019. I work full3

time as a litigation paralegal and I have multiple online businesses. My “big
picture” goal is to share with people my age (the younger Baby Boomers and the
older members of Generation X) my odyssey of health and wellness, specifically
weight loss. The principles in this e-book will work for adults of just about any
age.
The Plan will be difficult in the beginning, but your body will adjust and it will
become much easier before you know it. Keep an open mind as you read this
book, as the concepts are a bit radical.
For ease of reading, I have written this e-book more like a blog than a book. I
have added some of my favorite picture quotes as illustrations as well. Let’s get
started!

Your New Eating Plan
Intermittent Fasting (“IF” or “The Plan”) will rock your world. The idea is to eat
for a period of time, then go without food for a much longer period of time. The
Plan teaches that it is just as important when you eat as what you eat. There are
many variations of IF and I will go over the two that I utilize, which are One Meal a
Day (“OMAD”) and the 16-8 plan.

One Meal a Day

The One Meal a Day, or “OMAD” plan is what I do nearly every day. I do not eat
anything until dinner time, which is usually between 5:00 pm and 6:00 pm. So, I
go about 22-23 hours without food. The beauty of this plan is that it forces my
body to burn fat (ketosis)…every day!
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At dinner time, I eat a large meal, usually involving a meat protein, vegetable,
fruit, starch, and a snack. My meals are usually 1,800 to 2,200 calories (I used to
calorie count, so I have a general idea), but I do not count calories with this plan.
If you have no idea what the calorie count is for the foods and portions you eat,
you may want to check out a smart phone app to at least have a general idea of
those calorie totals. I suggest the free “Lose It” app.

The following are a few examples of meals I like to eat.
Though I do not eat breakfast anymore, I love breakfast food for dinner. My
teenage daughter and I call it “brinner.” Here is one of my favorite “brinners”:
Example #1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Large bowl of Frosted Mini Wheats with Almond Milk
4 scrambled eggs topped with Mexican cheese
12 raw carrots
A large apple or 2 tangerines (Cuties are the best)
Kellogg’s protein bar as a snack
Bowl of kettle popcorn
Kiwi Strawberry Propel to drink

This meal is about 1,800 calories and it is quite filling. After eating this meal, I do
not eat again until the next evening. Also, you should eat your calories, not drink
them. I urge you to find a non-caloric drink to enjoy with your meals. I highly
recommend the Gatorade Propel drinks:
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Kiwi Strawberry, Grape, and Black Cherry are my favorite Propel flavors and they
are delicious. Watermelon and Berry are good too. Propel has helped me
eliminate soda pop from my diet. I also drink filtered water and Arizona SugarFree Green Tea with Ginseng (good for an additional fat-burning boost). Black
coffee and unsweetened teas are also options as are the carbonated non-caloric
beverages sold in most grocery stores.
Here is another sample meal I ate recently:
Example #2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Half of 14” sausage pizza
Bowl of Tostitos scoop chips and generous helping of salsa
Large apple
Kellogg’s protein bar as a snack
Grape Propel to drink

This meal was about 2,000 calories. I ate the other half of the pizza the next
evening. When I weighed myself 5 days later, I had lost 2 pounds that week.
Here is what I ate recently at my favorite Mediterranean food restaurant after
work on a Friday:
Example #3
1. Large gyro with tomatoes and onions and extra tzatziki sauce.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

French fries and ketchup
Small baklava
12 raw carrots
Medium sized apple
Kellogg’s protein bar
Water to drink

This was about 2,100 calories. I ate items 1-3 and 7 at the restaurant, then drove
home and ate items 4-6 at home. When I weighed myself the next day, I had lost
2 pounds that week.
Here is one final example of a meal I ate recently with my mother at the
restaurant of her assisted living home:
Example #4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Medium sized serving of shrimp scampi with angel hair pasta
2 slices of garlic bread
Caesar salad
Fruit plate
Kellogg’s protein bar
Water to drink
2 chocolate cookies and small milk

This meal was about 2,100 calories. Ideally, I like to be between 1,800 and 2,200
calories. I am 6’3” and around 205 pounds (now), so that is about right for me.
Since I work out nearly daily, I should be at a calorie deficit almost every day.
Examples 1 and 4 are probably the better approach than Examples 2 and 3. I
included all these options to show that while on OMAD, you can eat a large
amount of desirable food. You cannot “out-fast” your way out of a terrible diet,
but you can do so with a less than perfectly healthy diet. All four examples above
are less than perfectly healthy, as they probably contain too may carbs, but they
have enough protein, fat, and calories to sustain me for the whole evening and
most of the next day.
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An IF enthusiast on the YouTube channel “OMAD Revolution” suggested, as a
means of portion control, utilizing a dinner plate 11-12 inches in diameter and
adding food about 3 inches high.

The single plate approach should help you stay in the 1,500 to 1,800 calorie per
meal range. Since I eat out a lot, I do not utilize this approach very often.
However, it is a helpful guide for preparing and eating meals at home.
At some point, you will plateau on OMAD and will have to make some
modifications to your diet to make further progress. Many “next level” folks who
follow IF or OMAD also utilize the ketogenic diet, which is a low-carb, high-fat
diet. It lowers blood sugar and insulin levels, and shifts the body's metabolism
away from carbs and towards fat and ketones. To give you some healthy food
choices, I have included as a bonus The Keto Cookbook.
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Just in case I might be missing something in the way of nutrition, I take a multivitamin every morning.

Let me be very clear, OMAD is not a diet or nutrition plan; it is an eating plan. You
should discuss this with your doctor. Though sadly, many physicians in the USA
know next to nothing about the positive health effects of fasting. I will tell you
that my physician was stunned about how good my blood work was during a
recent check-up. I was borderline diabetic before OMAD, but now my blood
sugar levels are way down. He said to me, “whatever you are doing, keep doing
it.”

He has had obese patients lose weight with IF and was familiar with it when I
described it.
I plan to make better nutrition choices. I have already, as a 2019 New Year’s
Resolution, stopped drinking soda pop…I LOVE soda pop…Pepsi, Cherry Coke,
Mountain Dew, Dr. Pepper, cream soda, etc. But one of the nice side effects of
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having success with IF and OMAD is that if I can do this consistently, I can do just
about anything that requires food discipline.

The 16-8 Plan

Like it sounds, the 16-8 Plan provides an 8-hour window to eat and 16 hours to
fast. It is probably the most common version of IF. When I employ this plan, it is
usually in a social situation at work or during the weekend where I know that I will
be with others during lunch and dinner times. I will eat lunch at about noon,
dinner at about 6 pm, and maybe a snack at around 8 pm. Then I do not eat again
until dinner the next day. I try to limit each meal to about 1,000 calories, but to
be honest, that usually does not happen. My 16-8 days usually end up being
“cheat days.” Regardless, the 16-8 approach is how I started IF. I basically quit
eating breakfast and evening snacks. I did that for about 10 days, then I started
OMAD. Should you decide to move forward with OMAD, I suggest you begin with
16-8.
What About Hunger?

My first day of OMAD I got HUNGRY at about 1:00 pm and it did not stop until I
ate something at 4 pm. But it was still an accomplishment to go for over 20 hours
without food. I do not think that I had ever done that before. Each day, it
became gradually easier to endure the periodic hunger. During those times, I
drank something…usually water or Propel, and then I chewed sugar-free gum.
Drinking something or chewing gum will “trick” your body, for a period of time,
into thinking that it is eating. At the time of this writing, I have done OMAD for 9
months. I feel a “twinge” of hunger in the early to mid-morning and again in the
mid-afternoon, but I am so used to ignoring hunger, that I barely notice it. I still
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drink water and Propel and chew sugar-free gum to stay hydrated and to address
hunger before it starts. I do get hungry in the 5-6 pm time frame, because my
body now knows that is the time for the big meal. On many days, I do not feel
hungry at all until dinner time.

Hunger is overrated. It will not hurt you. The human body can go several days
without food. A case study in the UK had an obese man go without food for over
a year, and he lost over 200 pounds. iii That is an extreme example, but the
purpose of fat on our bodies is to provide energy when we are without food. iv
Our bodies are designed for food scarcity, not food abundance. v This is why it is
so easy for us to gain weight and can be so difficult for us to lose it.
Enduring hunger is a minor matter of discipline. It will usually go away in a few
minutes.

Have you ever been in a situation where you could not eat at a time when you
usually would? I recall a day early last year (before OMAD) when I had a deadline
at the office and I did not feel comfortable taking a lunch, because everybody else
in the office was working on the same project. I felt hungry around 12:30, my
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usual lunch time, but the feeling passed after about 15-20 minutes. When I
finished my portion of the project, and ate lunch at about 3:00 p.m., I really did
not feel hungry. When starting OMAD, you will go through those phases a few
times per day.
Can I Eat Anything I Want?

Sort of…but not really. You cannot be a glutton and expect to lose weight or be
healthy.

If you eat a whole large bag of chips, cookies, or some other salty/sugary snack
every day or if you eat at a Chinese buffet or Golden Corral several times per
week, those calories will add up and your body will not be able to burn them off
before the next meal…even if that meal is not until the next day. If you do that
once in a while, you should be fine. You cannot lose weight, even on OMAD, if
you consume 4,000 calories per day. A significant benefit of OMAD, though, is
that if you eat an 1,800 to 2,200 calorie meal for dinner (depending on your size
and metabolism), you should not be hungry the rest of the evening.
General Benefits of Intermittent Fasting

1. IF increases metabolism, human growth hormone, and optimizes insulin
levels for healthy fat loss. vi
2. IF leads to increased focus, better memory and other enhanced cognitive
functions. vii
3. People on IF generally have better success losing weight than those on
calorie counting plans. viii
4. Studies on animals have shown that IF can lead to protection from
diabetes, heart disease and cancer. ix
5. Studies on animals have shown that IF can lead to a longer life. x
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6. OMAD frees up about an hour per day to do other things. I use my former
breakfast and lunch times to connect with prospects and colleagues via
email and social media regarding my online businesses. This extra time has
been a real blessing. For more ways to maximize your time, stay tuned for
my e-book on the subject, which I should release some time in the Summer
of 2019.
7. This may be TMI, but I don’t sit in the restroom as often (about every 3rd
day), so I am saving time in that regard and spending less money on toilet
paper.
8. I go grocery shopping every other week instead of every week…more time
saved.
9. I have trimmed my grocery bill by about 25%, so I am saving about
$75/month. I will be using that money to help pay for a trip to Europe this
summer.
10. A recent case study has shown that IF may be beneficial to those with Type
2 Diabetes. In the study, all 3 of the subjects were able to ditch their
insulinxi.
Is There a Cheat Day?

Cheat days are usually unnecessary with OMAD because you are usually eating a
daily large meal and there is almost always room for a nice-sized snack or a semiindulgent entrée like pizza or a burger. Just use good judgment. As described
above, consuming a daily buffet will not help you lose weight. But it you eat a
cheeseburger or half a medium pizza once per week within the above guidelines,
you should be fine.
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Concerns About Intermittent Fasting

Remember, there is no scientific evidence to justify eating 3 meals per day…none
whatsoever. Most people did not do so until the Industrial Revolution of the mid19th Century. xii Many people eat fewer meals than that. Many people skip
breakfast and they are perfectly healthy. You probably know a few. My mother,
age 74, only eats breakfast and dinner; she has an Ensure nutrition drink for
lunch. Eating 3 times or more per day simply is not necessary. It is timeconsuming, expensive, and taxing on the digestive system.

When you explain The Plan to your family and friends, they may think you are
crazy, misguided, extreme, or worse. They mean well because they care about
you, but they have not done the research on this topic that you and I have, so
brush it off and keep plugging. Do not be sidetracked by well-meaning, but
ignorant people.
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In light of this potential complication, I suggest that you keep The Plan to yourself
until asked about it. For support and encouragement, you may want to join the
OMAD Intermittent Fasting for Food Lovers Facebook group at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/255331284984424/. I considered starting my
own Facebook group on the subject, and I may still do so, but I cannot really
improve upon this one. There are other Facebook support groups as well.
Another excellent source of IF information, especially if you want to learn more
about the science of it, is Edward V’s Fledge Fitness channel on YouTube:

I also recommend Thomas DeLauer’s channel…

… Dr. Jason Fung’s channel…
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… and Dr. Eric Berg’s channel:

You will fail from time to time. That is OK. While I am writing this portion of this
book on a Sunday morning, a friend contacted me and he wants to go out for
lunch. I ate dinner at about 2:30 pm yesterday because I was at a family function,
and I had a light dinner and snack at about 8:30 pm. So, I will be eating lunch and
dinner twice this weekend. As long as I keep the two meals reasonable, I should
be OK. The point is that if you fail, don’t dwell on it; get back up and get back on
track.

If you have a supportive friend or co-worker who is also trying to improve his/her
health and wellness, confide in that person and help hold each other accountable.
Having a like-minded “weight loss buddy” can be very helpful. xiii
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When my family asked about my weight loss, and I told them about OMAD, they
all thought I was crazy. Regardless, it is difficult to criticize results.
So Far So Good

When I started OMAD, I looked like this. In the picture on the left, I’m the chubby
guy in the middle holding the squirming kid, my nephew. Those pants are a size
38 waist, and they are hanging on for dear life. In the picture on the right, I’m
hanging out with my mother at a college basketball game. I appear to have 1 ½
chins in this pic. These photos are from May and December 2017.

My sister is a budding photographer and she took the below pictures of me in
November 2018, about five months after I had started OMAD in June.
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That sport coat looks a little too big on me. It used to be tight.
I lost the first 15 pounds in about 2 months, then hit a plateau for a few weeks,
and then lost the rest of the weight in another 2 months. I would like to lose
about 10 more pounds to reach my college weight of 195. If I cut out a couple of
bad food habits/tendencies, I am confident that I can reach that goal soon.
Other Versions of Intermittent Fasting

Here are a few other approaches to IF. Some of them are described in more
detail in the companion e-book, Intermittent Fasting Foundations.

1. 5/2 Plan, or the Feast and Famine Plan: 5 days of eating large meals
(“Feasts”) and 2 days of eating meals that total fewer than 500 calories
(“Famine”). If you do this plan, I suggest you just fast on the 2 “Famine”
days as finding and limiting yourself to 500 calorie meals is probably more
difficult than fasting, IMHO.
2. Warrior Diet: Eating twice during a 4 or 8 hour period and fasting for the
rest of the day. It is similar to the 16/8 plan.
3. Alternate Day Fasting: it is just what it sounds like. You fast one whole day,
then eat normally the next day. Or as described above in the 5/2 Plan, you
can eat 500 or fewer calories on your fasting day.
4. 4/3 Plan is similar to the 5/2 Plan, but it adds an extra fasting day.
5. There are other variations on the above plans as well.
Disagreements and Controversies Within the Intermittent Fasting Community

There are disagreements within the IF community regarding what is acceptable to
drink during the fasting state. What I am teaching in this e-book is essentially
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how to get started and stay consistent with The Plan. Since I have had success
with what I do, it makes sense to me to share with others what works for me.
However, many IF “gurus” would disagree with my suggestions about how to get
through the fasting time of the day. The IF purists insist that drinking anything
except water, black coffee, or unsweetened tea will raise insulin levels and break
the fast. Some even say that taking vitamins or using toothpaste during your fast
breaks it. So such purists would disagree with my suggestions about drinking
Propel (sweetened with sucralose) or chewing sugar-free gum (sweetened with
xylitol) because they believe that any sweetner raises insulin levels, and breaks a
fast. Research has not been conclusive on the subject so you will have to make
your own choice. Whether you utilize my suggestions during your fast or not,
implementing The Plan into your life will significantly increase your health and
well-being.
As I mentioned before, you should consult with a physician before starting The
Plan. Like anything involving nutrition and exercise, what works for somebody
else may not work for you and vice-versa. I once heard the notoriously angry
comic Lewis Black say something along the lines of “What works for me could kill
you!”

Lewis tends to exaggerate during his comedy routines. Regardless, you may be
fine with consuming drinks containing artificial sweetners or they may adversely
affect your results. Feel free to test different approaches.
For more information and daily encouragement on sticking with your IF plan, seek
out YouTube videos and/or podcasts. I recommend the “Intermittent Fasting
Podcast” hosted by Melanie Avalon and Gin Stephens.
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Melanie and Gin are among those who would disagree with some of my methods,
but their podcast is excellent. Reasonable people can disagree. Another quality
podcast I recently discovered is Chantel Ray’s “Waist Away.”

I heard on Chantel Ray’s podcast recently that anything consumed with fewer
than 50 calories has a minimal effect on insulin. I had not heard that before. I
took it to mean that such small calorie intakes “bend” the fast but do not really
“break” it. I am actually more conservative than that in that I recommend that
you consume only water and 0 calorie drinks and chew sugar-free gum during
your fast. At least that is what has worked for me.
A bad day at work, a personal financial crisis, a family emergency, or just plain
laziness can derail the most well-meaning person from The Plan.
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Since The Plan requires some discipline, when times are difficult, stay on track by
focusing your mind on something positive. I think that it is a good thing to have a
large meal to look forward to.

Conclusion
The purpose of The Plan is to take you to health and wellness incrementally. The
idea is that you start by reducing your calorie intake (but still eat food you enjoy)
and add the health benefits of IF; then when you feel like you have increased
discipline and will power, start taking bad food out of your diet like soda pop,
alcoholic beverages, sweet and salty snacks, and other food with no nutritional
value.

Finally, you will want to make overall better nutrition choices as described in the
Keto Cookbook or some other such nutrition plan.
Here are a few more of my thoughts and observations regarding OMAD:
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1. I thought about food a lot for the first month or so. Since I was eating
infrequently, I wanted to cherish every dinner. I would start planning
dinner around mid-morning.
2. I felt like I had to “reward” myself for getting to dinner time without eating,
or to be sure that I had enough calories until I ate again, so I ate too many
meals in which I kept eating even after I was full. I ate too much fast food
as well. I do not do that as much anymore.
3. Leftovers can be interesting. What do I do with Olive Garden leftovers if I
have dinner plans for the next couple of days? I ended up freezing a lot of
foods, including my stepmother’s legendary lasagna…twice.
4. It’s really cool to not have to shop every week, but I have to plan better so I
am not one of those people who goes to the grocery store for just one or
two items.
5. I have been more consistent at exercise since starting OMAD.
6. I get less and less hungry during my fasting times. Today I felt a “twinge” of
hunger in the morning while driving to work. I did not feel hungry again
until I got home from work at 6:00 pm.
I have often said “All diets start on Monday,” so hopefully, you are reading this ebook during a weekend.
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Regardless, the time to reboot your health and wellness is NOW. The Plan is
actually an “anti-diet” and it should be the last eating plan you need for the rest
of your life.
The idea of going most of the day without eating is a bit scary to most people, but
you can do it. It just requires a small amount of discipline and will power. Fasting
will not hurt you; you will not starve. Fasting is choosing not to eat; starving is
being unable to eat; starving has nothing to do with choice.

Your reward will be a large, satisfying meal at the end of the day, and overall
weight loss and better health. Open your mind and implement The Plan. If you
are like me, you will enjoy it and feel good about being different from everybody
else. It’s a bit radical. The results will speak for themselves.

Now that I have been a practitioner of The Plan for 9 months, I can say that the
best part of it is that I feel so much better. I am close to my college weight and I
have ditched my baggy “dad jeans.” I sleep better at night and the aches and
pains of my mid-50s are fewer and farther between. I have better energy now
than I did when I was 40.
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My self-confidence had increased since succeeding with The Plan. I no longer
avoid cameras, and I post family photos (that actually include me) and videos
online about 2 or 3 times per week. I asked for a raise at work (not sure yet if I
will get it). I ended a long-term, but unsatisfying romantic relationship, and I feel
fine. Confidence feels good.

I can’t imagine going back to eating 3 times per day. It seems like a waste of time
and energy. I have a good thing going with eating once per day during the week
and twice per day on Saturday or Sunday. I hope that you find the version of The
Plan that works best for you.
Thank you for reading my e-book, the Anti-Diet Revolution. Join the Revolution
today and seize back your health!!

If you want to share your results, here is how to contact me:
Email: cj.lindberg@cox.net
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Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Carl.Lindberg.Jr
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/onlinemarketingaficionado
Your Friend in Health and Wellness,
C.J.
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